Verosol Roller Blinds
Use, Care and Maintenance
Verosol Roller Blinds are a popular style, being both contemporary in appearance eland
functional in nature. Whether you have the Mode or Ambience system remember the following:
— Always raise the blinds if windows and/or doors are open, as a strong breeze could catch
and damage the blind.
— Avoid exposure to wind or rain, as rain blown onto the blind might stain the fabrics and
these spots could be difficult to remove.
Operating Roller Blinds
— To raise the blinds, stand directly in front of the chain, making sure the chain does not rub
against the chain wheel mechanism, you will be able to hear and feel the difference.
— If you notice your fabric is tracking or telescoping, please contact your Verosol Retailer as
soon as possible.
Cleaning Roller Blinds
Choosing the best method of cleaning will depend on the fabric of your blinds.
— Dust with a soft brush or gently sponge clean with warm soapy water, leaving the blinds
down to dry.
— Fabrics such as Ultra, Mirage and Satin may be spot cleaned. But be careful not to crease
the fabric.
— Spot clean any marks with a soft damp cloth, make sure the cloth damp not wet to guard
against leaving water marks.
— You will also find an art gum eraser will also remove a wide range of service marks.
Verosol Metallised fabrics are anti-static, meaning the product resits air-born dust.
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— If dusting is required, use a soft brush or dusting cloth.
— Dirt marks or spills on metallised fabric must be cleaned ultrasonically. Think of this
process the same as taking your silks to the dry cleaners.
— If the fabric in your blinds have a metallised backing, DO NOT spray window cleaner on or
near the fabric.
Please contact your Verosol Retailer if you have any further questions or concerns about your
Verosol Blinds.
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